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ABSTRACT
Mobile electronic commerce (m-commerce) is an emerging
manifestation of internet electronic commerce that bridges
the domains of Internet, mobile computing and wireless tele-
communications in order to provide an array of sophisticated
services (m-services) to mobile users. In such an open mar-
ket place, the flexible exchange of m-services will necessarily
be through some form of negotiation. To this end, this pa-
per investigates the issues associated with such negotiation
in facilitating agent mediated mobile commerce (many of
which also apply to the wider electronic commerce domain).
Specifically, we discuss the protocol and strategies for eval-
uating and generating sets of issues when negotiating for
a service in a future generation mobile telecommunication
environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Future generation mobile telecommunication systems (3G
and beyond) are increasingly being viewed as open market-
places in which the various stakeholders produce and con-
sume services [11]. Examples of such m-services are mobile
shopping (booking a flight before departure, then reserv-
ing a car on arrival), location-sensitive information (map
services, local hotels and weather information), telemetry
(traffic updates and logistics tracking) and mobile banking
(service billing and stock market transactions). As these
examples imply, there are a number of aspects to the trad-
ing of m-services, including customisation, personalisation,
location-sensitivity and context-awareness [11]. In order to
offer services with such properties and, at the same time, to
be effective at the speeds and capacities available in wire-
less systems, the processes of service discovery, provision
and execution need to be automated. In particular, flexi-
ble interaction mechanisms such as automated negotiation
enable trading in dynamic and unpredictable environments,
whilst allowing the involved participants to deal with dif-
ferent and conflicting preferences and goals. However, we
believe that future generation telecommunication systems
will have a number of limitations and constraints that will
affect agent negotiations and this is where the main focus of
the work lies.

Automated negotiation may be defined as a form of deci-
sion making where two or more agents jointly search a space
of possible solutions with the goal of reaching a consensus.
There are many different forms of negotiation (including
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auctions and bi-lateral encounters) that are tackled using
many different techniques (including game theory, heuristics
and argumentation) (see [3] for an overview). Here, however,
we focus on bi-lateral encounters (since we found these to
be especially prevalent in this domain [14] and we consider
the sequential alternating offers model (Rubenstein) (again
for reasons of commonality of use).

Against this background, this paper specifically investi-
gates the mechanisms for automating negotiation for m-services
in a future generation mobile telecommunications environ-
ment. In such an environment, resources may be scarce or
costly, and access to them may be sporadic. Therefore, when
evaluating and generating exchanged sets of negotiation is-
sues, there are various factors that should be considered. For
example, the quality of the underlying communication net-
work, an agent’s resources and its interaction experiences.
In this paper, we discuss various open issues that have come
to light during our efforts to automate m-service negotiation.
These include finding appropriate evaluation and generation
functions that reflect a user’s preferences, the dynamics of
these functions and reconciling existing work on strategies
with richer negotiation protocols.

Some approaches to automated negotiation assume per-
fect rationality of agents, where the strategies and the best
actions are computed instantaneously [10]. Although these
lead to important theoretical contributions to negotiation
strategies, their properties, optimality and equilibrium in
constrained environments, the underlying assumptions are
often inappropriate for practical contexts. Thus, this work
seek to develop models that can be used in practice (the
downside of which is that results tend to concentrate on typ-
ical performance with few guarantees and outcomes need to
be determined empirically).

In more detail, this paper contributes towards a prag-
matic approach for automating m-services negotiations and
discusses some of the issues we have encountered. We con-
centrate on ways to implement m-service negotiation and
obtain empiral results. We do not assume that participants
adopt a single dominant strategy because we are interested
in how to design the various strategies that allow partici-
pants to bargain. A service-oriented model is adopted (as in
[2]) for selling and buying services (as opposed to sharing re-
sources). Another novel aspect is that the bilateral protocol
used allows more choices in speech-acts than a more stan-
dard alternating offers model. Moreover, current research
in AI negotiation and agent interaction tends to separate
the design of intelligent strategies and the specification of
agent communication languages and protocols. They focus
on either one or the other. We seek to bridge this gap with
realistic strategies and realistic protocols.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses m-commerce transactions and presents an
m-commerce scenario that was motivated by this work. Sec-



tion 3 specifies the bilateral negotiation protocol we use.
Section 4 and 5 discuss the issues arising when designing
strategies for bilateral negotiation and proposes some solu-
tions. Section 6 gives our proposed methodology for com-
bining the protocol with the strategies. The paper concludes
with section 7 which includes further open issues.

2. M-COMMERCE TRADING
M-commerce is concerned with the set of applications and
services accessible from Internet-enabled mobile devices. It
has requirements over and above those of more traditional
e-commerce, including services that are accessible over wire-
less networks and that are adaptable according to the char-
acteristics of the mobile devices for which they are config-
ured and run on. In particular, limited screen sizes, low data
rates associated with mobile Internet devices, rapid deploy-
ment of accurate location-tracking technology, as well as the
time critical nature of many of the tasks mobile users engage
in, are likely to contribute to the increasing demand for mo-
bile location-sensitive services [11]. Thus we believe that as
technology and infrastructre progress, location-sensitive and
context-aware services will become increasingly prevalent.

Given the limitations of mobile devices, m-commerce re-
quires well-targeted and concise content presented to the
user, relevant to their preferences, locations and activities.
To achieve such ends, negotiation can be used in the trad-
ing of both telecommunication and high-level services, where
the network may deteriorate with low bandwidth, bounded
coverage, latency, fluctuating error rates and spurious con-
nections. The scenario in the next sub-section illustrates an
electronic transaction involving interactive forms of negoti-
ation across mobile and static devices.

2.1 An M-Service Scenario
Figure 1 shows the scenario’s participants – customers, ven-
dors, suppliers, banks and facilitators. The labels in on the
arrows represent information flows between entities as they
negotiate with each other for services. For example, Mr.
Smith is on a train and his agent, acting as a customer on
a mobile phone, browses and negotiates the offerings of one
or more vendors (the information flow i1 ), for purchasing
flight tickets.
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Figure 1: M-Commerce scenario involving negotia-
tion

1. Mr. Smith’s agent, Agent Smith, (from his mobile
phone on a train) negotiates for the brokerage services
of a facilitator (interaction i4 ) by deliberating on the
facilitator’s cost, effort to be spent on finding vendors
and the deadline for finding them. Agent Smith pro-
vides the transaction requirements to the Facilitator
agent, such as departure point, time, destination and
maximum price.

2. Facilitator negotiates for the services of various vendor
agents for information about flights for the requested
route (i5 ). It selects Vendor1 as offering the most suit-
able package and further negotiates with it. Facilitator
submits Mr. Smith’s payment credentials to Vendor1.

3. Agent Smith negotiates for a loan with a banker at
financial institution A (i6 ) regarding the amount, in-
terest rates and time of repayment. The banker is in
a seminar and his agent is active on his laptop via a
wireless link. Since Mr Smith has a good bank record
and the loan is not high, the banker’s agent does not
alert its owner.

4. Upon Vendor1’s request, Financial institution B ’s agent
contacts Financial institution A’s agent and determines
the ways to have funds transferred (i9 ).

5. Vendor1 negotiates with the Supplier agent on how to
deliver the tickets (i3 ). The Supplier agent negotiates
with Agent Smith over the most appropriate way and
time to deliver the tickets (i2 ).

6. Vendor1 compensates Facilitator for the completed trans-
action (i5 ).

As can be seen, the interaction between the participants
in this scenario incorporates negotiation at various stages.
Some of the participants are using mobile devices and are
located on trains, walking or in a seminar. To support
such a scenario and the dynamic trading of m-services, m-
commerce architectures must consider issues such as scal-
ability, microtransactions, reliable functionality (transient
connections, failures, reduced network performance and degra-
dation), fraud prevention and detection. However, in this
paper, we focus specifically on the constraints on the nego-
tiation for a service (rather than on the mobile constraints
on services such as maps and service discovery).

2.2 M-Service Negotiation
Like all other environments, negotiation in m-commerce en-
vironments needs to consider the constraints and require-
ments imposed by the domain. For example, agents on mo-
bile devices would normally be involved in short negotia-
tions whereas those on fixed hosts can take part in contin-
uous and computationally expensive negotiations. Mobile
phones requires well-targeted and concise content presented
to the user and therefore the m-service feature negotiation
would not include presenting animations, banners and long
lists of results. Moreover, the features of mobile telecom-
munications determine the suitable negotiation mechanism
and are often inter-related; the quality of of the network,
QoN, may itself be partially defined in terms of the quality
of service measurements, QoS. The QoN in turn vary with
changes in bandwidth, range, frequency of disconnections,
costs of connection, data integrity and security [1]. Negotia-
tion mechanisms can be designed to adapt to such variations
in bandwidth and QoN, for example:

• An agent’s rates of concession or its decisions are influ-
enced by the QoN. For example, if the QoN is low then
an agent agrees to the first acceptable offer, while if the
QoN is high, then an agent tries to bargain, search for
the best deal and maximise its profit.

• Bandwidth limitations and fluctuations restrict the num-
ber of users involved in a negotiation, the number
of messages or the number of concurrent negotiation
threads.



• If a mobile phone’s or laptop’s battery power is low, an
agent may decide to concede and quickly find an agree-
ment or send notifications that it will soon suspend or
abandon the negotiation.

• If there is not enough computational memory and pro-
cessing power, then an agent can choose not to adopt
complex strategies. In cases of increased latency and
loss of network performance, an agent may choose to
timeout or increase its time to compute its strategies
and plans while waiting for a message.

The above features may be considered in designing ne-
gotiation strategies for the agents to exhibit network-aware
adaptive behaviours in order to achieve their goals or even
acquire better deals than normally. In the following sections,
we discuss how feasible such types of negotiation mecha-
nisms are using existing strategies.

3. NEGOTIATION PROTOCOL
In general, protocols are used to coordinate the activities
of a group of agents as they try to satisfy an agent’s and
group’s goals. In this context, the requirements are for
richer and more flexible protocols ([7], [8]) than those that
are more routinely used in bilateral encounters [2], [13], [5].
Here specifically, there is a need to allow participants more
scope in qualifying exchanged messages with a communica-
tive speech-act. To this end, figure 2 specifies a bilateral
protocol [8] between two agents looking for an agreement
over a negotiation subject. The protocol allows requests,
proposals, offers and agreements and may form the basis
for further customisation to allow richer interactions. We
propose using this protocol in our framework for m-service
negotiation because it allows a number of speech-acts other
than offer and counter-offer, yet is simple to understand and
implement.
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Figure 2: A Bilateral Protocol

Figure 2 gives the statechart of a bilateral protocol be-
tween agents X and Y. Entry into negotiation is through
either agent sending/receiving an initial request, initial offer
or initial propose message which leads to an open state (more
precisely to a requested, offered or proposed state respec-
tively). For example, the process X.initial request means
that agent X sent an initial request leading to a requested(X)
state. The state requested(X) is read as agent X has trig-
gered the state requested. Each state may be interpreted as
conveying a level of commitment towards an agreement. For
example an agreed state entails more commitment than a re-
quested state. A reject action or timeout event can occur at
any sub-state of an open state. From a requested state, both
agents can continuously make suggest actions to remain in
that state while modifying the subject of negotiation until
one of them moves to a higher level of commitment via an

offer or propose. The proposed state is a sub-state of offered
and both of these states may allow an agreement to follow
in the next action. This would result in an agreed state.
(The difference between offered and proposed is that from
the former state, an agent can only agree or reject whereas
from the proposed state, an agent may agree, reject or re-
turn to a requested state through a request.) We also allow
the two agents to restart a timedout negotiation through
forking another bilateral negotiation with the negotiation
subject being whether to restart the timed-out interaction.
The protocol can be analysed for the properties it exhibits.
Here an agreement is not guaranteed since it depends on the
participants’ strategies (as do most of the bilateral models
that have previously been proposed).

4. NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES
Quoting from [15], “A key issue here is that, since we are
interested in actually building agents that will be capable of
negotiating on our behalf, it is not enough simply to have
agents that get the best outcome in theory — they must
be able to obtain the best outcome in practice.” In this
vein, there are various properties sought for during mecha-
nism design such as guaranteed success, maximisation of so-
cial welfare, Pareto efficiency, individual rationality, stabil-
ity, simplicity and fair distribution [10]. Moreover, it would
be advantageous to replicate these properties in practical
applications.

Towards this end, in this paper we discuss the strategies
that can be used for evaluating and generating values for sets
of issues when exchanging a service. For the sake of concise-
ness, we refer to values for sets of issues as sets of issues.
In this context, the agents in the group are not negotiating
for sharing a resource [5] or performing a joint task such as
delivering parcels [6]. Although we could say the trading of
an m-service is a joint task of exchanging the service, the
competition is not in accessing the service but in its prof-
itable purchase and sale. Therefore, we adopt the intuitive
service-oriented approach and notation in [9] and [2], which
embodies the concept of electronic transactions.

We consider a negotiation between two agents a and b over
a changeable set of issues J . An issue j, (j ∈ J), can take
values between [minj , maxj ], which define the domain, Dj ,
of a quantitative issue and are effectively the reservation val-
ues of an agent. The domain of a qualitative issue is defined
as an ordered set of possible values as in Dj = {q1, ..., qn}.
Let the term xt

b→a denote the negotiation subject consisting
of values associated to issues, sent from agent b to a at time
t. The value of an issue does not depend on the other issues.

4.1 Meta-Strategies
There are various factors that influence an agent’s negoti-
ation strategy. In this context, a well-researched factor is
time, namely the deadlines of the agent or the time taken to
perform a negotiation. In addition to environmental factors
such as time, a strategy may also focus upon behavioural
factors such as an opponent’s behaviour. Being in an m-
commerce environment, we investigate the effect of the fol-
lowing environmental factors, leading to its namesake strat-
egy:

• Time aware strategy T . This strategy takes into ac-
count the current time, the agents’ deadlines, the time
they have left, the time to exchange and compute mes-
sages.

• Network-Aware strategy Q. The quality of the net-
work, QoN, is used in this strategy where QoN is mea-
sured in terms of bandwidth, latency, messages lost
and delayed.



• Experience strategy E . The experience of an agent
influences its decision. For example, the following may
influence an agent behaviour – knowing how long it
took previously to negotiate with a similar opponent,
knowing if agreements are usual with the latter and
knowing how much profit it can expect. Moreover, the
experience of an agent is affected by past and present
negotiations or the group’s experience in general.

• Priority strategy P. An agent may be involved in a
number of concurrent negotiation threads and may run
the risk of being overloaded with messages. To increase
its performance, an agent can assign priorities to the
negotiation threads.

• Resource strategy R. This strategy allows an agent
to base its decision on the amount of resources it pos-
sesses, for example computational power, goods in stock
or money. (In essence, all the above factors could be
categorised as resources.)

• Hybrid strategy. Such a strategy consolidates different
factors, strategies or tactics.

The strategies T and Q, are useful in m-commerce since
an agent has time constraints and to adapt to a varying
network. The strategy E emphasises an agent’s social en-
vironment, while the strategy P allows an agent to sift
through parallel negotiation threads as is the case in real
settings. The strategy R considers resources that may influ-
ence a transaction. Given the abundant amount of available
strategies, we generalise our framework to support meta-
strategies. A meta-strategy is defined as a strategy that
allows swapping between strategies or combinations which
have a weighed importance. Using meta-strategies allows
us to generalise the specification and implementation of the
evaluation/generation of issues without redundantly devel-
oping the same functionailty for each strategy.

4.2 Evaluation Functions
In a negotiation, participants exchange sets of issues (for
example a sends (xb→a)t to b at time t). Each agent has a
scoring function V a

j : Dj → [0, 1] that gives the score agent a
assigns to a value of issue j in the range of its acceptable val-
ues [2], [9]. A weight ωa

j is associated by agent a to issue j to
indicate its relative importance, where the sum of weights of
all issues is 1. An agent can change the importance attached
to an issue by changing the weights associated to that issue.
The evaluation of (xb→a)t involves summing the valuation
(score) of each issue in the negotiation subject, that is agent
a rates the issues set x as: V a(x) =

∑

1≤j≤n

ωa
j V a

j (xj).

4.3 The Scoring Function
Negotiation over multiple issues raises a number of ques-
tions. Current game theoretic results [5] and [13] may be
reused if the issues are independent. The sets of issues may
also be dynamic where issues can be added or deleted during
the course of the negotiation. One way of dealing with this
is to assign an issue with weight 0 by default, which is in-
creased when an issue becomes part of a negotiation subject.
However in open systems, where new issues are introduced
on encountering new agents, there is a problem of modeling
the ontology of the issues and a user’s preferences.

In fact, the question arises of how agent a models the
scoring function V a

j for each issue j. According to a par-
ticular service, there are a number of issues possible such
as price, quantity, delivery, brand, quality, colour and many
others, let alone new issues from other participants. Each

agent has to personally model the scoring function for each
issue. Here the key issues are how the preferences of a user
for an issue are translated to a scoring function? How are
the family of functions and rate of growth determined and
chosen between? For example, figure 3 could represent the
scoring function Va for a seller a and issue j against the is-
sue price xj . Then the maximum price may be assigned a
valuation of 1, while zero price brings 0 valuation. This is
a monotonically increasing function of the order ax where a
represents the rate of preference. The scoring function for a
buyer would be inversely proportional, since a buyer would
normally prefer low prices.
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Figure 3: Scoring function for an issue

There are a number of open issues concerning the scoring
function, where some related to modeling preferences:

• As mentioned above, for each issue, efforts may be re-
quired to design and optimise a scoring function, fixing
or adapting the value of a, according to the preferences
of a user.

• Are the scoring functions generic as in [2] or should
they take into account the factors such as time, quality
of network, etc.? That is, should a different evaluation
function be designed for each strategy or resource? For
example, an agent would evaluate a price p to be worth
more when its deadline is close or when the network is
slow.

• Qualitative issues could have quantified attributes, but
this remains subjective to a user and may not be ex-
haustive.

Our work aims to address some of the above issues for
monotonic functions. We also consider negotiations involv-
ing non-monotonic scoring functions for an issue and some
of the problems we encounter are mentioned in the next sec-
tion.

4.4 Non-Monotonic Evaluation Functions
An important consideration when evaluating or generating
sets of issues is that scoring functions are often not monoton-
ically increasing or decreasing according to a simple decay
function. When the price of an item take values outside
the reservation prices of the participants, what is its eval-
uation? The issue can be normalised where values greater
than its maximum value are assigned a score of 1, regardless,
and price 0 is assigned valuation of 0. There may however
be cases of negative values for such issues. For example, a
negative price implies a seller is paying a buyer to take the
item.



Figure 4 shows various possible families of scoring func-
tions. Some issues like quantity have a prefered value, so
that its scoring function has a single maximum (line L4).
Other issues may not have clearly defined or sensible max-
ima or minima, as for example, when discounting non-integer
value for quantity (line L6). Moreover, we cannot rule out
valuation functions with multiple maxima and minima where
the valuation function is used to encode more than one de-
sirable outcome (to bypass the need for chaining negotiation
attempts on failure), e.g. L5. We note that various imple-
mentations of negotiation rely on the maximisation or min-
imisation of valuation functions (as appropriate) by defining
a negative or positive dynamic to xj instead of employing
generalised hill-climbing over user defined valuation func-
tions. Finally, each issue for each agent may have its own
preference curve, possibly defined dynamically. Nevertheless
an acceptable agreement would normally lie under the in-
tersection of the preference curves of the negotating agents.
When the utility functions are non monotonic, the following
questions become pertinent:

V
j

xj

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

Figure 4: Dynamics of an issue

• Is it sensible to have minimum or maximum points,
i.e. optimal preferences?

• What happens when an issue, such as quantity, has
value 0, yet other issues are being negotiated upon?

• What do negative values mean? For price it may mean
a reverse exchange of money, but what about quantity?
Negative delivery time could mean the delivery has
already been made and agents are finalising payment.

• The above bullet point raises the question of how to
agree on the full details of the legality of an issue and
its value. Is it possible for a badly encoded agent to al-
low a price tend to -∞ because the seller keeps offering
more and more, or in another case +∞?

Evaluation of a set of issues is followed by the agent ac-
cepting, rejecting or responding with an alternative set of
issues, that it generated using some strategy.

5. GENERATING SETS OF ISSUES
There are various strategies that can be re-used or adapted
for the generation of a set of issues. For example, strate-
gies considering the participants’ deadlines, resources or op-
ponents’ behaviour are specified in [2] for calculating how
much an agent concedes. They also define trade-offs strate-
gies where an agent generates sets of issues of equivalent
worth to itself, but of more benefit to its opponents.

In other cases, decision trees and assigning probabilities
and utilities to the outcomes may be used. However, there
may be the need to generate a whole tree or sub-tree towards
possible final outcomes, which may be computationally ex-
pensive, where generating just the next response may be
enough. In [10], monotonic concession strategies are given
and their properties such as stability, deception-free or op-
timality analysed. In one such strategy, risk evaluation cri-
teria is used for computing how much an agent is willing to
risk by sticking to his last offer or for designing the agent
with a smaller risk to make the next concession.

5.1 Reduction to a Single Offer
An alternating offers bargaining model is used in [4] and [6]
for computationally limited negotiations. It is shown that
the equilibrium strategies for the model results in a single
shot take-it or leave-it strategy. The agents wait without
exchanging offers until one of the agent’s deadlines arrives
and then the agent with the earlier deadline concedes and
makes an offer that the other agent may accept. Figure 5
reflects this behaviour; it shows 30 concurrent negotiations
between buyer and seller agents, with the set of issues con-
sisting of price, delivery time and quantity. The top (dotted)
graph represents the score obtained by the seller agent and
the lower one the score obtained by the buyer agent. The
agents have deadlines over which to reach an agreement.
Buyer agents are designed to prefer low prices, short deliv-
ery times and low quantity. Sellers are designed to prefer
high prices, long delivery times and high quantity.
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Figure 5: 30 Concurrent Buyer-Seller Negotiations

Reducing the bilateral negotiation mechanism to a sin-
gle offer-accept or reject strategy, without prior suggestions
and iterations, has the advantage of decreasing the costs by
sending fewer messages or allowing agreements to be found
without delay. The protocol allows only an accept or re-
ject response to an offer. However assuming that deadlines
are common knowledge is not practical. Moreover a sin-
gle shot negotiation does not embody bargaining. Normally
the two agents have different preferences and an intersection
of their preferences is not guaranteed. The agents have no
sure information about their opponents’ strategies and pref-
erences. In such cases, negotiation allows agents to probe
each other’s range of acceptability so that they may move
their demands and issues set to create and fall within a mu-
tual acceptance region. This process could take the form of
a “trial and error” exchange of messages where the agents
are providing feedback and learning what is acceptable. It is
hard to see how a single offer negotiation allows the agents
to revise their beliefs and preferences to converge towards
an agreement. Moreover, proactive agents who negotiate in
advance of their deadlines, so as to plan ahead or schedule
their tasks, are discouraged by a reactive strategy. Also, in
parallel negotiations, a seller or buyer may find other inter-



esting deals rather than wait for a deadline to arrive.

5.2 Open Issues
Significant research has been carried out in AI regarding
dominant strategies, Nash equilibria, Bayes-Nash equilibria,
Bayesian equilibria for auctions, load balancing or resource
sharing negotiation. How can we exploit such extensive work
whilst integrating the different environmental strategies in
section 4.1. In particular:

• Some approaches assume that the agents know or have
agreed upon each other’s strategies. If both agents
agree on a conceding strategy, what is a true conces-
sion given that an agent may be using trade-offs – send-
ing different issues set of the same value to itself, but
different to others?

• Approaches focussing on one strategy with a single is-
sue or action do not translate to our framework where
there are multiple issues and bargaining with succes-
sive actions. We do not seek equilibrium for a take-it or
leave-it offer, but rather the agents search each other’s
space for a mutually acceptable set of issues.

• The scoring function problems mentioned in section
4.3 remain when generating sets of issues. Also, how
do the different environmental factors influence each
issue, individually and in combination. For example,
a low quality network may be offset by an agent hav-
ing hours before its deadline and vice versa. An agent
with seconds left may have enough time when the net-
work is near-perfect. What is the influence of a good
network and close deadline over a low priority negoti-
ation? This raises the question of how to calculate the
weights of the factors relative to each other.

• Complexity of analysing the strategy and finding the
acceptable/optimum solutions rises exponentially with
the number of issues, especially when the issues them-
selves have sub-attributes. For example, the quality
of the network being parameterised with bandwidth,
latency, etc.

• How is the quality of the network parameterised with
its different sub-attributes? Ideally each network sub-
feature can influence the network and in turn the eval-
uation/generation strategies of an agent such as the
rate of concession. Each feature would also influence
choosing between the strategies and their weights, for
example low bandwidth could imply attaching more
importance to a time aware strategy T than to a strat-
egy which computes the Pareto optimal solution or the
Nash equilibrium.

6. NEGOTIATION MECHANISMS
The bilateral protocol in section 3 allows the participants
to communicate with various speech-acts. In an alternating
offers model, an agent has to choose between three decisions
- accept, reject and counter-offer (or offer). In our frame-
work, an agent can choose between more than these three
actions and therefore there needs to be a strategy by which
an agent may decide which speech-act is more profitable.

6.1 Levels of Commitment
We assign to the possible speech-acts levels of commitment.
Commitment means that one agent binds itself to a potential
contract while waiting for the other agent to either accept
or reject its offer [12]. The latter paper proposes that pro-
tocols should have continuous levels of commitment based

Table 1: Levels of Commitment Associated with a
Speech Act
Level σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4

Speech-act request propose offer agree, reject
suggest counter- timeout

propose

on a monetary penalty method, where a commitment break
cost is assigned to each commitment strategy. The cost can
change with time, the environment or be negotiated. In our
case, commitments are not associated to only agreements
but also at the various negotiation states. We do not con-
sider rewards and punishments for respecting and breaking
commitments since some states may be non-binding. The
semantics of a speech-act allows to encode the associated
range and level of commitment, for example as shown in
table 1

Speach Act  / Level of Commitment

Factor (e.g. Time/Quality of Network)

✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧ ✧
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Figure 6: Commitment level of the Speech Acts

In figure 6, the x-axis represents the time an agent has
left and the y-axis the levels of commitments depending on
a speech-act. The curves indicate the risk behaviour of an
agent. For the same amount of time left, two different lev-
els of commitment can be chosen. Lower curves show a risk
averse strategy while a higher growth rate shows a risk seek-
ing behaviour. There remain a number of open issues when
deciding upon a speech-act:

• The speech-act chosen may affect the strategy used for
generating the issues set. For example, since a request
cannot be agreed upon, an agent may be bold and
make large concessions with a suggestion or a request,
in order to investigate the acceptability region of a
deal.

• Similarly, the generated or obtained set of issues may
influence the speech-act chosen. For example, we allow
an agent to accept an offer if what it received at time
(t-1 ) is better than what it would have sent at time t.

• The different environmental factors and strategies de-
termine the shape of the functions in figure 6. How
are these functions derived from the environmental fac-
tors?

• Having different commitment levels may ”give the game
away”. Sending an offer indicates that its deadline is
nearer and its opponent just waits for the agent to
concede.

We specify two algorithms when choosing the appropriate
speech-act: 1) when an agent has received an acceptable



issues set 2) when the received issues set is not acceptable.
In the first case, the agent may accept if it is pressed for
resources or otherwise further bargain to increase its gain. If
the issues set is unacceptable, then the agent can only reject
or make an offer if the resources are scarce. If resources are
not scare, then an agent can search and bargain for a better
set of issues than the received unacceptable one.

6.2 Choosing Levels of Commitment
In addition to simply mapping the different factors to levels
of commitment, it is possible to specify each level at run-
time. This is useful for coupling an agent’s willingness to
commit to its operational context (e.g. communication abil-
ity) and also allows the agent to deal with reputation and
reliability information. For example, an agent should not be
willing to increase its commitment levels for an agent that
has previously reneged on its service provision agreements
as compared to another that has not. Such discrimination
may be provided by allowing an agent to perform a whole-
sale downward shift in its commitment boundaries (Figure
6) on, for example, a per negotiation partner basis. Al-
ternatively, an agent that is encountering a general loss in
communication reliability, may perform a temporary global
downward shift (or totally redefine) the boundaries. This
alleviates uncertainty associated with losing its ability to
continue negotiating or its ability to communicate with and
therefore invoke agreed remote services.

Rather than providing homogeneous degrees of commit-
ment within each level, we further encode risk-seeking and
averse behaviour within each level using a function that rep-
resents the certainty of the applicability of that level of
commitment. For example, figure 7 shows five functions
that represent an agent’s (or user’s) willingness to proceed
(or revert) to various levels of commitment during negoti-
ation. We expect that an agent’s (or user’[s) willingness
to change its level of commitment varies according to the
associated risks of incorrectly under/overcommitting. For
example, sending a propose/counter-propose action is not
as risky as making an offer action since for the latter it is
possible for a negotiation partner to prematurely conclude
a negotiation sequence by sending an agree speech act. A
propose/counter-propose action on the other hand does not
allow this possibility, and moreover allows reversion to the
less committed requested state. The functions may reflect
this by having their maximal certainty either at the begin-
ning or end of their defined regions (as in σ2 and σ3 respec-
tively).

Allowing users and agents to define certainty values for
levels of commitment at run-time can also be argued to act
as a vehicle for restricting or granting agent flexibility. That
is, by either removing its ability to act when operational fac-
tors enter certain regions. For example, either by allowing
greater agent (and user) choice by overlapping the functions
(see shaded region in figure 7), or conversly by associating
undefined regions with a trigger to prompt users for a deci-
sion.As stated earlier, operational factors (T ,Q,E , P and R)
may be used in guiding negotiation strategy selection. More-
over, we believe that agents should take these factors into
consideration when performing an evaluation of a received
set of issues (and their value) and more importantly when
deciding upon whether and when to respond. Figure 8 shows
(simplified) buyer agent expectations about the likely region
of acceptable deals (as determined from its own knowledge
of acceptable deals exhibited by a supplier agent). The dis-
tance between the current issue valuation of the customer
and that of the supplier’s last offer may be used to guide
the negotiation strategy and response generation function
in order to reduce the number of message exchanges. How-
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ever, timeout/ deadline information (and other operational
factors) need to be convolved with the raw distance.
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Figure 9: Succesful Past Negotiations

Figure 9 shows a customer agents experience of the final
value and number of exchanges (implying processing/messa-
ging costs) as related to the initial distance between the first
issue/value sets exchanged. Supplier 2 exhibits a tendency
to require longer exchanges that supplier 1 and also has re-
sults in lower quality deals. It would appear sensible for
the customer to approach supplier 1 instead of 2. However,
this does not take into account the operational factors men-
tioned above. Viz., that distance per se needs to be convoled
with other run-time information such as individual supplier
timeouts.

Figure 10 portrays an agent’s free communicative resources
for some period into the future as derived from existing com-
mitments and expectations of resource usage of other nego-
tiation threads. Three regions are defined: 1) (LHS) the
current local environment of the agent (e.g. a desk-top PC
with high-speed LAN), 2) (MID) a migration phase where
the agent moves from the former device to remote device,
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and 3) (RHS) communicative resources commited/available
within the remote device. When determining which sup-
plier to negotiate with, the agent must include the following
points in its decision: a) the locations of supplier 1 and 2, b)
whether distance is reduced to a cost that is relative to the
location context of the agent or an absolute comparison, and
c) if timeouts and deadlines allow, whether negotiation can
be deferred to a later time or brough forward to take advan-
tange of current resource availability. Specifically, we do not
assume that suppliers have the same timeouts and therefore
simple comparison of distances (e.g. D1 and D2 on figure
8) can extend over the migration boundary resulting in non-
trivial mapping between distance, expected exchanges and
actual resource costs.

Lastly allowance should also be made for the need for
predictability to allow an agent to plan more effectively and
reason more accurately about expected resource costs. A
risk averse agent may nevertheless choose to select supplier
2 since the region defining the costs associated with negoti-
ating (in fig 9) is less spread out than that for supplier 1.
That is, that the customer may choose supplier 2 since it
can be more certain about the costs it will incur during the
negotiation. The customer may therefore trade utility for
predictability thereby allowing it to plan its future resource
commitments (e.g. other negotiations) more effectively.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses negotiation mechanisms for m-services
trading as an outlook on the future of electronic commerce
via agents located on mobile devices. In this domain, the
characteristics of wireless communications constrain the in-
teractions between agents in an open market, in addition to
other factors such as resources, time and experience guide
the negotiation strategies. We discuss the facilitation of
peer-to-peer bilateral negotiation mechanisms and we focus
on the trading of services in an m-commerce environment
rather than the sharing of a resource. We also mention the
open issues we encountered whilst designing and implement-
ing negotiation strategies in such environments.

Other open issues that represent avenues for future work
include dealing with timeouts occuring for example when
an agent does not respond because it has crashed or it does
not find it worthwhile to do so, or the network has failed.
Ascertaining whether an interaction has timedout could end
up with infinite acknowledgements or negative acknowledge-
ments. On the other hand, an agent may not have any in-
centive to send negative replies because it is not interested
in a service.

Most of existing work on bargaining strategies apply to a
single negotiation process or computing one response, and
do not consider the possibility of concurrent negotiation
threads (apart from double auctions). Parallel and concur-

rent negotiations affect each other – their strategies and de-
cisions are affected by the other threads. For example, an
agent performing 50 negotiations requires more bandwidth
than when engaged in a single negotiation. Finally, there
are open issues for agents operating in supply chains. For
example, an agent may be simultaneously negotiating to sell
and item that it is also currently negotiating to purchase.
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